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1. Introduction
1. Introduction
The palladium-catalyzed Csp2-Csp coupling reaction between aryl or alkenyl halides or triflates
and terminal
alkynes is the most
method
to prepare
arylalkynes
and conjugated
2 -Csp coupling
The palladium-catalyzed
Cspimportant
reaction
between
aryl or alkenyl
halides or enynes,
triflates
which
are
precursors
for
natural
products,
pharmaceuticals,
and
molecular
organic
materials
and terminal alkynes is the most important method to prepare arylalkynes and conjugated
enynes,
(Scheme
1)
[1].
The
pioneering
works
of
Heck
[2]
and
Cassar
[3]
in
1975,
using
phosphine-palladium
which are precursors for natural products, pharmaceuticals, and molecular organic materials
catalysts 1)
at temperatures
up to 100
°C, of
were
improved
the same
byusing
Sonogashira
and Hagihara,
(Scheme
[1]. The pioneering
works
Heck
[2] and in
Cassar
[3] inyear
1975,
phosphine-palladium
reporting
that
the
addition
of
a
catalytic
amount
of
copper(I)
accelerates
the
reaction,
enabling
catalysts at temperatures up to 100 ◦ C, were improved in the same year by Sonogashira thus
and Hagihara,
to
achievethat
the alkynylation
at aroom
temperature
[4].copper(I)
Therefore,
the Sonogashira–Hagihara
protocol
reporting
the addition of
catalytic
amount of
accelerates
the reaction, thus enabling
(more
often
simply
known
as
Sonogashira
reaction)
became
the
most
popular
procedure
for the
to achieve the alkynylation at room temperature [4]. Therefore, the Sonogashira–Hagihara protocol
alkynylation
of arylknown
or alkenyl
halides [1,5,6].
It is interesting
notepopular
that many
of the for
recent
(more
often simply
as Sonogashira
reaction)
became theto
most
procedure
the
developments
about
new
catalytic
systems
able
to
carry
out
this
reaction
are
intended
to
be
“copperalkynylation of aryl or alkenyl halides [1,5,6]. It is interesting to note that many of the recent
free”
processes,about
to avoid
undesirable
Glaser-type
homocoupling
to diminish
developments
new catalytic
systems
able to alkyne
carry out
this reaction[7]areand
intended
to be
environmental
contamination,
these
processes
however
still
being
termed
as
“Sonogashira
“copper-free” processes, to avoid undesirable Glaser-type alkyne homocoupling [7] and to diminish
reactions”.
environmental contamination, these processes however still being termed as “Sonogashira reactions”.

Scheme
Scheme 1.
1. The
The general
general Sonogashira
Sonogashira cross-coupling
cross-coupling reaction.
reaction.
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From an
an economical,
economical, as
as well
well as
as an
an environmental,
environmental, point
view, recovering
recovering and
and reusing
reusing the
the
From
point of
of view,
expensive
palladium
catalyst
results
particularly
interesting.
The
obvious
way
of
recovering
the
expensive palladium catalyst results particularly interesting. The obvious way of recovering the
catalyst would
would be
be anchoring
anchoring the
the catalytic
catalytic species
species to
to aa solid
solid support,
support, which
which would
would allow
allow its
easy
catalyst
its easy
separation
after
the
reaction
completion
just
by
simple
filtration,
this
topic
being
considered
separation after the reaction completion just by simple filtration, this topic being considered nowadays
a fast-moving
research
[8–12]. The
present
review
recent developments
in the
anowadays
fast-moving
research field
[8–12].field
The present
review
shows
recentshows
developments
in the Sonogashira
Sonogashira
reaction
carried
by using solid-supported
palladium
reported
reaction
carried
out by
using out
solid-supported
palladium catalysts
andcatalysts
reportedand
from
2012 tillfrom
the
2012
till
the
beginning
of
2018
[13].
The
review
has
been
divided
considering
the
different
of
beginning of 2018 [13]. The review has been divided considering the different types of supportstypes
for the
supports
for
the
palladium
species.
It
is
necessary
to
note
that,
although
in
many
cases
the
real
palladium species. It is necessary to note that, although in many cases the real catalyst is unknown,
catalyst is (0)
unknown,
palladium
(0) nanoparticles
(PdNPs) are
considered
to be themost
active
palladium
nanoparticles
(PdNPs)
are generally considered
to generally
be the active
catalytic species,
of
catalytic
species,
most
of
the
palladium
complexes
being
just
precursors.
the palladium complexes being just precursors.
2. Organic
Polymer-Supported Palladium
Palladium Catalysts
Catalysts
2.
Organic Polymer-Supported
Organic polymers
polymers have
have been
been the
the oldest
oldest recoverable
recoverable supports
supports for
for palladium
palladium species
species acting
acting as
as
Organic
catalyst in
in Sonogashira
Sonogashira reactions,
reactions, and
and still
still many
many new
new palladium-containing
palladium-containing organic
organic polymers
polymers able
able to
to
catalyst
catalyze
this
cross-coupling
reaction
appear.
It
is
interesting
to
note
that
almost
all
these
new
catalysts
catalyze this cross-coupling reaction appear. It is interesting to note that almost all these new catalysts
can perform
perform the
the reaction
reaction in
in aa copper-free
copper-free fashion
fashion (Scheme
(Scheme 2).
2).
can

Scheme 2.
2. A general
general copper-free Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction between an aryl halide and a
terminal alkyne.

Polystyrene-divinylbenzene resin beads have been the most frequently employed organic
Polystyrene-divinylbenzene resin beads have been the most frequently employed organic supports
supports for anchoring palladium complexes. Thus, PdNPs supported on a crosslinked polystyrene
for anchoring palladium complexes. Thus, PdNPs supported on a crosslinked polystyrene 1 (Figure 1)
1 (Figure 1) were used as catalyst in the copper-free Sonogashira coupling of phenylacetylene with
were used as catalyst in the copper-free Sonogashira coupling of phenylacetylene with aryl iodides,
aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides (Scheme 2), the addition of tetra-n-butylammonium bromide
bromides and chlorides (Scheme 2), the addition of tetra-n-butylammonium bromide (TBAB) as
(TBAB) as nanoparticle stabilizer being necessary in the case of aryl chlorides [14]. The catalyst was
nanoparticle stabilizer being necessary in the case of aryl chlorides [14]. The catalyst was recovered by
recovered by filtration and reused up to five times in the model reaction between iodobenzene and
filtration and reused up to five times in the model reaction between iodobenzene and phenylacetylene
phenylacetylene obtaining recycling yields ranging from 88% to 72%. Other case is the
obtaining recycling yields ranging from 88% to 72%. Other case is the phenyldithiocarbazate Pd(II)
phenyldithiocarbazate Pd(II) complex 2 (Figure 1), which catalyzes the copper-free coupling of aryl
complex 2 (Figure 1), which catalyzes the copper-free coupling of aryl iodides and bromides, in pyridine
iodides and bromides, in pyridine as base and at room temperature under neat conditions (Scheme
as base and at room temperature under neat conditions (Scheme 2) [15]. The supported catalyst
2) [15]. The supported catalyst has been reused up to five times in the reaction between iodobenzene
has been reused up to five times in the reaction between iodobenzene and phenylacetylene almost
and phenylacetylene almost keeping the same yield (from 99% to 95%). In addition, no additional
keeping the same yield (from 99% to 95%). In addition, no additional solvent has been used when
solvent has been used when the 1,2,4-triazine-functionalized polystyrene resin-supported Pd(II)
the 1,2,4-triazine-functionalized polystyrene resin-supported Pd(II) complex 3 (Figure 1) has been
complex 3 (Figure 1) has been employed as catalyst using triethylamine or piperidine as base, the aryl
employed as catalyst using triethylamine or piperidine as base, the aryl chloride derivatives affording
chloride derivatives affording lower detected yields and almost no decreasing in the final yield being
lower detected yields and almost no decreasing in the final yield being detected after reusing it five
detected after reusing it five times [16]. In addition, the polystyrene-Pd(II)-furfural complex 4 (Figure
times [16]. In addition, the polystyrene-Pd(II)-furfural complex 4 (Figure 1) has presented catalytic
1) has presented catalytic activity in the C-C bond forming reactions, such as the Sonogashira
activity in the C-C bond forming reactions, such as the Sonogashira coupling of aryl iodides, bromides
coupling of aryl iodides, bromides and even chlorides with phenylacetylene, although chlorobenzene
and even chlorides with phenylacetylene, although chlorobenzene showed low conversion and
showed low conversion and activated aryl chlorides gave moderate yields working at higher
activated aryl chlorides gave moderate yields working at higher temperatures in longer reaction
temperatures in longer reaction times [17]. The recyclability of this catalyst was studied, but in a
times [17]. The recyclability of this catalyst was studied, but in a Suzuki cross-coupling reaction,
Suzuki cross-coupling reaction, keeping its reactivity after five runs.
keeping its reactivity after five runs.
Biphosphinite PCP-pincer palladium complex 5 (Figure 2), based on Merrifield resin, was
Biphosphinite PCP-pincer palladium complex 5 (Figure 2), based on Merrifield resin, was prepared
prepared and characterized [18]. This supported species has been employed as catalyst in the crossand characterized [18]. This supported species has been employed as catalyst in the cross-coupling of
coupling of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides with phenylacetylene, the addition TBAB additive
aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides with phenylacetylene, the addition TBAB additive being necessary
being necessary in the case of aryl chlorides. The recyclability of the catalyst was not checked in the
in the case of aryl chlorides. The recyclability of the catalyst was not checked in the Sonogashira
Sonogashira process but in a Heck reaction, showing the necessity of increasing the reaction time to
process but in a Heck reaction, showing the necessity of increasing the reaction time to achieve similar
achieve similar final yields after ten runs. In addition, a recent example of the use of a supported Pdfinal yields after ten runs. In addition, a recent example of the use of a supported Pd-NHC complex
NHC complex as catalyst is the Merrifield resin-anchored species 6, obtained from the corresponding
supported imidazolium chlorides by treatment with palladium(II) acetate (Figure 2) [19]. This
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used in theCatalysts
copperand
with
terminal acetylenes,
these
last
halides
affording
low
yields.
The
recyclability
of
the
catalyst
was
assayed
catalyst has been used in the copper- and solvent-free coupling of different aryl bromides and two
in the coupling
of bromobenzene
with phenylacetylene
five consecutive
runs,
observing
aryl chlorides
with terminal acetylenes,
these last halidesfor
affording
low yields. The
recyclability
of a certain
catalyst
assayed
in 95%
the coupling
of bromobenzene
with to
phenylacetylene
for five consecutive
decrease inthethe
finalwas
yield
(from
to 75%).
It is interesting
note that a related
supported catalyst
runs, observing a certain decrease in the final yield (from 95% to 75%). It is interesting to note that a
with a shorter
spacer has also been prepared showing a lower performance, indicating the importance
related supported catalyst with a shorter spacer has also been prepared showing a lower
of achieving
accessibility
to active
catalytic sites.
Moreover,
the aminocarbene
complex with
performance,
indicating
the importance
of achieving
accessibility
to active catalyticpalladium
sites. Moreover,
polystyrene
7 haspalladium
been used
as catalyst
in the typical
copper-cocatalyzed
Sonogashira
thesupport
aminocarbene
complex
with polystyrene
support
7 has been used as catalyst
in the coupling
typicaland
copper-cocatalyzed
Sonogashira
coupling of aryl
iodides and
bromides
with monosubstituted
of aryl iodides
bromides with
monosubstituted
alkynes
(Figure
2) [20].
Recycling experiments
alkynes (Figure 2) [20]. Recycling experiments were conducted, and it was possible to reuse the
were conducted, and it was possible to reuse the catalyst up to eight times, although considerable
catalyst up to eight times, although considerable palladium leaching minimized by the addition of
palladiumtriphenylphosphine
leaching minimized
by the addition of triphenylphosphine was observed.
was observed.

Figure 1. Polystyrene-supported palladium catalysts for the Sonogashira reaction. Conditions,

Figure 1. substrate
Polystyrene-supported
palladium catalysts for the Sonogashira reaction. Conditions,
scope and yield range (Scheme 2).
substrate scope and yield range (Scheme 2).
The synthetic absorbent resin DIAION HP20 (a styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer) has been
used to support palladium(II) acetate, using this material as catalyst for the coupling or aryl iodides
The synthetic
absorbent
resin DIAION
HP20 (a
styrene-divinylbenzene
and terminal
alkynes employing
sodium phosphate
as base
and isopropanol as solventcopolymer)
at 80 °C [21]. has been
used to support
acetate,
usingresulted
this material
as catalyst
for the coupling
aryl iodides
The use palladium(II)
of a 10% of this Pd/HP20
catalyst,
more effective
for the cross-coupling
reactionor
than
using
10%
Pd/C,
only
ultratrace
amounts
of
palladium
leaching
being
detected.
Similarly,
the
activity
and terminal alkynes employing sodium phosphate as base and isopropanol as solvent at 80 ◦ C [21].
in the Sonogashira reaction has been compared with palladium catalysts immobilized on
The use ofofa Pd/C
10% of
this Pd/HP20 catalyst, resulted more effective for the cross-coupling reaction than
amphipathic monolithic polystyrene-divinylbenzene polymers bearing strong acidic cation exchange
using 10%sulfonic
Pd/C,acid
only
ultratrace
amounts
of palladium
leaching
being detected.
the activity
moieties
or basic
anion exchange
functions [22].
These anchored
palladiumSimilarly,
species have
of Pd/C inbeen
theused
Sonogashira
has
compared
withalkynes
palladium
catalysts
immobilized on
as catalyst in reaction
the coupling
or been
aryl iodides
and terminal
under the
same conditions
thanmonolithic
above, performing
better than Pd/C. No palladium
leaching was
observed.
amphipathic
polystyrene-divinylbenzene
polymers
bearing
strong acidic cation exchange

sulfonic acid moieties or basic anion exchange functions [22]. These anchored palladium species have
been used as catalyst in the coupling or aryl iodides and terminal alkynes under the same conditions
than above, performing better than Pd/C. No palladium leaching was observed.
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The use of water as solvent adds an “environmentally-friendly” tag when a catalytic
methodology is developed [23], and its combination with recoverable catalysts from polystyrene
water
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when
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catalytic
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results
particularly
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economic
industrial purposes. tag
Thus,
polystyrene-anchored
Pd(II)
complex
8 (Figure
3) has
been used as with
catalyst
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copper-free
coupling
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is developed
[23],
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from
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results
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methodology
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developed
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and chlorides
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the complex
interesting
for economic
and
industrial
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polystyrene-anchored
Pd(II)
pyridine
results
particularly
interesting
for economic
andThus,
industrial
polystyrene-anchored
chloride derivatives affording just moderate yields. The catalyst was recovered by filtration and
8 (Figure
3) hascomplex
been used
as catalyst
inbeen
the copper-free
coupling
ofcopper-free
aryl iodides,
bromides
and
Pd(II)
pyridine
8 (Figure
3) has
used as catalyst
in the
coupling
of aryl
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the addition,
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the dithizone-functionalized supported Pd(II)
complex 10 resin-anchored
has
proved effective
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inhas
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and and
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and
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acetylenes,
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aryl
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with
terminal
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complex
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(Figure
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Figure 3. Polystyrene-supported catalysts for the Sonogashira reaction in water. Conditions, substrate
scope and yield range (Scheme 2).
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catalysts for
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2).
water.

Although less frequently, other organic polymers have recently been used as supports for
Although less frequently, other organic polymers have recently been used as supports for
palladium species destined to catalyze cross-coupling reactions such as the Sonogashira process.
palladium species destined to catalyze cross-coupling reactions such as the Sonogashira process.
Thus, a Schiff-base-derived porous polydivinylbenzene (PDVB) has been used for the creation of the
palladium complex 15, which has been used as catalyst in the coupling of aryl iodides and bromides
with phenylacetylene [31] (Figure 5). It has been determined that Pd(II) species in 15 are stable and
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The radical polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and potassium 4The radical polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and potassium 4-acryloxyoyl)
acryloxyoyl)pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate (PAP), crosslinked with N,N′-methylenediacrylamide, gave rise
pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate (PAP), crosslinked with N,N 0 -methylenediacrylamide, gave rise to a
to a pH-responsive hydrogel (PNIPAM-co-PPAP) which has been used for the immobilization of
pH-responsive hydrogel (PNIPAM-co-PPAP) which has been used for the immobilization of
palladium(II) (18) (Figure 6) [35], a material that catalyzed the cross-coupling reaction of aryl iodides
palladium(II) (18) (Figure 6) [35], a material that catalyzed the cross-coupling reaction of aryl iodides
and bromides with phenylacetylene in water as solvent. Its recyclability was being assayed in the
and bromides with phenylacetylene in water as solvent. Its recyclability was being assayed in the
coupling of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene, observing a decrease in the yield after six reaction cycles
coupling of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene, observing a decrease in the yield after six reaction
(from 91% to 85%), attributed to the aggregation of the formed PdNPs revealed by microscopy
observations. Water has also been the employed solvent in the Sonogashira reaction when using as
catalyst PdNPs immobilized on a melamine-based microporous network polymer [36]. Using this
catalyst, differently substituted aryl iodides have been coupled to monoarylated acetylenes, the reaction
being carried out using pyrrolidine as base, in water as solvent at 70 °C in 2 h. The recyclability was
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cycles (from 91% to 85%), attributed to the aggregation of the formed PdNPs revealed by microscopy
observations. Water has also been the employed solvent in the Sonogashira reaction when using as
catalyst PdNPs immobilized on a melamine-based microporous network polymer [36]. Using this
catalyst, differently substituted aryl iodides have been coupled to monoarylated acetylenes, the reaction
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The treatment of commercially available polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) microspheres with
The treatment of commercially available polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) microspheres with
palladium(II) dichloride and formaldehyde generated supported Pd(0)-PMMA, which has been used
palladium(II) dichloride and formaldehyde generated supported Pd(0)-PMMA, which has been used
as catalyst (0.5 mol%) for the copper-free Sonogashira reaction of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides
as catalyst (0.5 mol%) for the copper-free Sonogashira reaction of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides
with terminal acetylenes, the aryl chlorides affording very low yields [37]. Triethylamine was used
with terminal acetylenes, the aryl chlorides affording very low yields [37]. Triethylamine was used
as base and water as solvent at 80 °C,◦ the recovered catalyst having consistent performance for five
as base and water as solvent at 80 C, the recovered catalyst having consistent performance for
cycles with very low palladium leaching rate. In addition, a porous organic polymer (POP) has been
five cycles with very low palladium leaching rate. In addition, a porous organic polymer (POP)
obtained by a copper-catalyzed click reaction between tetra(4-azidophenyl)methane and 1,4has been obtained by a copper-catalyzed click reaction between tetra(4-azidophenyl)methane and
diethynylbenzene (two equivalents), and the resulting material with high thermal stability and large
1,4-diethynylbenzene (two equivalents), and the resulting material with high thermal stability and
surface area, has been employed for supporting PdNPs [38]. These anchored PdNPs catalyze the
large surface area, has been employed for supporting PdNPs [38]. These anchored PdNPs catalyze
Sonogashira coupling (0.14 mol%) of aryl iodides and terminal alkynes, using sodium hydroxide as
the Sonogashira coupling (0.14 mol%) of aryl iodides and terminal alkynes, using sodium hydroxide
base and methanol at 80 °C◦ as solvent. The recyclability of the catalyst was determined using the
as base and methanol at 80 C as solvent. The recyclability of the catalyst was determined using the
coupling of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene as model, a certain decrease in its performance being
coupling of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene as model, a certain decrease in its performance being
observed after five runs (from 99% to 72%). Moreover, PdNPs have been immobilized on preoxidated
observed after five runs (from 99% to 72%). Moreover, PdNPs have been immobilized on preoxidated
polyacrylonitrile fiber mats (prePAN), and this Pd-prePAN material has been employed (2 mol%) to
polyacrylonitrile fiber mats (prePAN), and this Pd-prePAN material has been employed (2 mol%) to
catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides and phenylacetylene [39]. The coupling was carried out in the
catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides and phenylacetylene [39]. The coupling was carried out in the
presence of potassium acetate as base in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as solvent at 110 ◦°C, and the
presence of potassium acetate as base in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as solvent at 110 C, and the
recyclability of the supported catalyst was assayed in a Heck coupling, revealing the remarkable
recyclability of the supported catalyst was assayed in a Heck coupling, revealing the remarkable
stability of the fiber structure. Furthermore, CuPd bimetallic solvated metal atoms have been
stability of the fiber structure. Furthermore, CuPd bimetallic solvated metal atoms have been supported
supported on a poly-4-vinylpyridine (PVP) resin, showing higher catalytic activity in the Sonogashira
on a poly-4-vinylpyridine (PVP) resin, showing higher catalytic activity in the Sonogashira reaction
reaction between 4-iodotoluene and phenylacetylene, in the presence of TBAB as additive and in
between 4-iodotoluene and phenylacetylene, in the presence of TBAB as additive and in water as
water as solvent
at 95 °C, than the monometallic Cu and Pd systems as well as their physical mixture
solvent at 95 ◦ C, than the monometallic Cu and Pd systems as well as their physical mixture [40].
[40].
Naturally occurring organic polymers are usually biodegradable solids, cheap, available and
Naturally occurring organic polymers are usually biodegradable solids, cheap, available and
abundant, being a good alternative to unnatural organic polymeric materials for the immobilization
abundant, being a good alternative to unnatural organic polymeric materials for the immobilization
of palladium species destined to catalytic purposes [41,42]. Thus, several polysaccharides have
of palladium species destined to catalytic purposes [41,42]. Thus, several polysaccharides have been
employed for supporting PdNPs, the resulting materials being used as recoverable catalysts in
Sonogashira reactions. This is the case of agarose (19) (Figure 7), which has been functionalized with
phosphinite groups for the stabilization of palladium/copper bimetallic nanoparticles [43]. The
resulting PdCu@Phos. Agarose can catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides and bromides, bearing
electron-donating and withdrawing groups, with terminal acetylenes, using triethylendiamine
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been employed for supporting PdNPs, the resulting materials being used as recoverable catalysts
in Sonogashira reactions. This is the case of agarose (19) (Figure 7), which has been functionalized
with phosphinite groups for the stabilization of palladium/copper bimetallic nanoparticles [43].
The resulting PdCu@Phos. Agarose can catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides and bromides, bearing
electron-donating and withdrawing groups, with terminal acetylenes, using triethylendiamine
(DABCO) as base and dimethylacetamide (DMA) as solvent at 30–50 ◦ C. This Pd/Cu supported
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Pectin (22) (Figure 8) has also been used for supporting PdNPs [47]. The immobilized palladium
100 °C. The reaction of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene was used as model for recycling
catalyzes the Sonogashira reaction of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides with phenylacetylene,
experiments, observing a certain decrease in the catalytic activity after three runs. Moreover, PdNPs
the process taking place using potassium acetate as base in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as
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alkynes, as shown in Scheme 3 [49]. The addition of a copper(I) cocatalyst such as copper(I)
thiophenecarboxylate (CuTC) is necessary, as well as the presence of a diphosphine such as 1,3bis(diphenylphosphino)propane (dppp). Recycling experiments were conducted, but using a Suzuki
coupling, observing a low decrease in the activity after ten runs and not significant palladium
leaching. Moreover, even DNA has been used recently as a biopolymeric support for PdNPs, able to

catalyze (0.5 mol%) the Sonogashira reaction between aryl iodides and aromatic and aliphatic
terminal acetylenes [50]. The reaction is carried out in methanol as solvent at 65 °C, using cesium
carbonate as base. After recovering the catalyst by centrifugation, recycling experiments carried out
in the coupling of iodobenzene and phenylacetylene shown that the supported PdNPs could be
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Other biopolymers have also been used recently for the immobilization of palladium species.
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electrophiles, such as aryl iodides and bromides are coupled with aromatic terminal alkynes. For
instance, PdNPs supported in mesoporous carbon afforded good yields (90–100%) in the Sonogashira
coupling of aryl iodides and bromides with arylacetylenes using water as solvent at 60 °C [52].
Although the catalytic system has shown good recyclability with aryl iodides (up to five runs), no
reactivity has been detected with aryl chlorides. In addition, the reaction conditions involve the use
of copper as cocatalysts and triphenylphosphine as ligand, which reduce the interest of this catalytic
system. Moreover, PdNPs supported on other carbon-derived materials, such as partially reduced
graphene oxide (PdNPs@PRGO, 23) [53], reduced graphene oxide (PdNPs@RGO, 24) [54], graphene
oxide (PdNPs@GO, 25) [54,55], and nanoporous carbon hollow tubes (PdNPs@CHT, 26) [56] have
generally shown good activity in the Sonogashira reaction of aryl halides (Figure 9).
Scheme 3. Coupling of pyrimidin-2-yl tosylates with terminal alkynes catalyzed by wool-Pd(OAc)2.
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reactivity has been detected with aryl chlorides. In addition, the reaction conditions involve the use
of copper as cocatalysts and triphenylphosphine as ligand, which reduce the interest of this catalytic
system. Moreover, PdNPs supported on other carbon-derived materials, such as partially reduced
graphene oxide (PdNPs@PRGO, 23) [53], reduced graphene oxide (PdNPs@RGO, 24) [54], graphene
oxide (PdNPs@GO, 25) [54,55], and nanoporous carbon hollow tubes (PdNPs@CHT, 26) [56] have
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A new and efficient catalyst based on PdCo alloy nanoparticles (2–3 nm) supported on
polypropylenimine dendrimers grown on graphene nanosheets (PdCoNPs@PPIG, 27) has shown to
be very effective in the room-temperature Sonogashira coupling of aryl iodides, bromides, and
chlorides with aromatic and aliphatic terminal alkynes under ultrasonic Cu-free and neat conditions
[59] (Scheme 5). Regarding recyclability, only a minor decrease of the reaction yield was observed
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PdCu alloy nanoparticles supported on graphene-derived materials have been efficiently used
PdCu alloy nanoparticles supported on graphene-derived materials have been efficiently used
in the Sonogashira coupling of aryl halides with aliphatic and aromatic terminal alkynes [62–64].
in the Sonogashira coupling of aryl halides with aliphatic and aromatic terminal alkynes [62–64].
Particularly interesting has resulted the use of PdCuFeNPs supported on reduced graphene oxide
Particularly interesting has resulted the use of PdCuFeNPs supported on reduced graphene oxide
(PdCuFeNPs@RGO), which has shown higher efficiency than the corresponding PdCuNPs@RGO
(PdCuFeNPs@RGO), which has shown higher efficiency than the corresponding PdCuNPs@RGO
analogue in the Sonogashira coupling of a wide range of aryl halides with phenylacetylene, using
analogue in the Sonogashira coupling of a wide range of aryl halides with phenylacetylene, using
potassium hydroxide as base and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide as additive in water as solvent
potassium hydroxide as base and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide as additive in water as solvent [63].
[63]. Both catalytic systems presented good recyclability (up to five cycles) in the coupling between
Both catalytic systems presented good recyclability (up to five cycles) in the coupling between
bromobenzene and phenylacetylene. The addition of non-precious metals such as Cu and Fe to the
bromobenzene and phenylacetylene. The addition of non-precious metals such as Cu and Fe to
Pd reduces the amount of the expensive metal of the alloy and improves the catalytic activity due to
the Pd reduces the amount of the expensive metal of the alloy and improves the catalytic activity due
a synergistic effect of Cu and Fe, accelerating the reductive elimination step of the catalytic cycle.
to a synergistic effect of Cu and Fe, accelerating the reductive elimination step of the catalytic cycle.
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) have been covalently functionalized with adequate
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) have been covalently functionalized with adequate
ligands to prepare the corresponding palladium species, which have been employed to catalyze the
ligands to prepare the corresponding palladium species, which have been employed to catalyze
Sonogashira reaction (Figure 10). Thus, the imine-derived catalysts Pd(II)Schiff base@MWCNTs (28)
the Sonogashira reaction (Figure 10). Thus, the imine-derived catalysts Pd(II)Schiff base@MWCNTs
[65] and Pd(0)IminoPy@MWCNTs (29) [66] can catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides and aryl iodides
(28) [65] and Pd(0)IminoPy@MWCNTs (29) [66] can catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides and aryl
and bromides, respectively. Pd(II)Schiff base@MWCNTs (28) is active using water as solvent or even
iodides and bromides, respectively. Pd(II)Schiff base@MWCNTs (28) is active using water as solvent
under neat conditions, affording the corresponding cross-coupling products with good to excellent
or even under neat conditions, affording the corresponding cross-coupling products with good to
yields, especially under aqueous conditions. Moreover, MWCNTs has been functionalized with the
excellent yields, especially under aqueous conditions. Moreover, MWCNTs has been functionalized
drug pramipexole and used for the supporting of PdNPs [67]. The resulting material
with the drug pramipexole and used for the supporting of PdNPs [67]. The resulting material
Pd(0)Pramipexole@MWCNTs (30) has been employed to catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides,
Pd(0)Pramipexole@MWCNTs (30) has been employed to catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides, bromides
bromides and chlorides with phenylacetylene, the catalyst being recovered after centrifugation and
and chlorides with phenylacetylene, the catalyst being recovered after centrifugation and reused five
reused five times keeping its activity.
times keeping its activity.
Graphene oxide (GO) has also been functionalized to support palladium species destined to
catalyze the Sonogashira reaction (Figure 11). Thus, a NHC palladium(II) complex has been anchored
to silica-bounded GO to give material 31 employed to catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides with
phenylacetylene [68], showing recyclability during four reaction cycles (first cycle: 70; fourth cycle:
64%) in the cross-coupling between 2-iodothiophene and phenyl acetylene. In addition, a palladium(II)
tetrasulfophthalocyanine immobilized on keratin protein grafted GO nanosheets 32, catalyzed the
coupling of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides with phenylacetylene, aryl chlorides affording rather
low yields [69]. The recyclability of the system was not demonstrated in a Sonogashira process.
These two catalysts required the use of copper(I)-cocatalysis using water as solvent.
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Figure 10. Palladium species on functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes as catalysts for the
Sonogashira reaction. Conditions, substrate scope and yield range (Scheme 2).
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Graphene oxide (GO) has also been functionalized to support palladium species destined to
catalyze the Sonogashira reaction (Figure 11). Thus, a NHC palladium(II) complex has been anchored
to silica-bounded GO to give material 31 employed to catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides with
phenylacetylene [68], showing recyclability during four reaction cycles (first cycle: 70; fourth cycle:
64%) in the cross-coupling between 2-iodothiophene and phenyl acetylene. In addition, a
palladium(II) tetrasulfophthalocyanine immobilized on keratin protein grafted GO nanosheets 32,
catalyzed the coupling of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides with phenylacetylene, aryl chlorides
affording rather low yields [69]. The recyclability of the system was not demonstrated in a
Sonogashira process. These two catalysts required the use of copper(I)-cocatalysis using water as
solvent.
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4. Functionalized Silica-Supported Palladium Catalysts
The use of silica as a support for PdNPs has several advantages compared to other type of
inorganics, since silica materials of several types, i.e., amorphous or mesoporous, are cheap and
readily accessible, have good porosity, large surface area and chemical and mechanical stability. In
addition, different functional groups can be anchored to the silica surface to effectively immobilize
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PdNPs were immobilized on silica containing a propylamine-cyanuric linker (SiO2-pA-Cyan)
that serve to anchor different metal species. Hence, cysteine reacted with this type of functionalized
silica providing catalyst 36 (Figure 13). Using this catalyst, the reaction between several aromatic
halides, including chlorides, was performed under copper-free aqueous conditions, leading to good
yields. The catalyst was recovered by filtration and reused at least five times achieving similar yields
and evidencing the linkage between the thiol groups with the palladium atom [75]. N-Heterocyclic
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serve to anchor different metal species. Hence, cysteine reacted with this type of functionalized silica
providing catalyst 36 (Figure 13). Using this catalyst, the reaction between several aromatic halides,
including chlorides, was performed under copper-free aqueous conditions, leading to good yields.
The catalyst was recovered by filtration and reused at least five times achieving similar yields and
evidencing the linkage between the thiol groups with the palladium atom [75]. N-Heterocyclic carbene
palladium complexes can be also supported on SiO2 -pA-Cyan. The achieved catalyst 37 showed its
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The silica surface can be modified by grafting polymeric chains, combining the compatibility of
The silica surface can be modified by grafting polymeric chains, combining the compatibility of the
the interfacial polymer with the organic solvents and the high mechanical stability of the silica (Figure
interfacial polymer with the organic solvents and the high mechanical stability of the silica (Figure 14).
14). Thus, poly(vinylpyridine)-grafted silica containing PdNPs (38) was prepared, showing its
Thus, poly(vinylpyridine)-grafted silica containing PdNPs (38) was prepared, showing its catalytic
catalytic activity in the copper-free Sonogashira cross coupling reaction between electron-rich,
activity in the copper-free Sonogashira cross coupling reaction between electron-rich, electron-neutral
electron-neutral and electro-poor aryl iodides and bromides with phenylacetylene, providing the
and electro-poor aryl iodides and bromides with phenylacetylene, providing the expected products in
expected products in moderate to good yields [77]. When aryl chlorides were used as substrates, the
moderate to good yields [77]. When aryl chlorides were used as substrates, the addition of a catalytic
addition of a catalytic amount of TBAB (0.01 mol%) was required. This catalyst was recovered by
amount of TBAB (0.01 mol%) was required. This catalyst was recovered by filtration and reused in six
filtration and reused in six consecutive runs with only a slight decrease on the activity, ICP-AES
consecutive runs with only a slight decrease on the activity, ICP-AES analysis of the recovered catalyst
analysis of the recovered catalyst showing a negligible leaching of the metal. In addition, the use of
showing a negligible leaching of the metal. In addition, the use of polyvinylpyrrolidine-silica hybrid
polyvinylpyrrolidine-silica hybrid as support for PdNPs 39 were used as catalyst in the reaction
as support for PdNPs 39 were used as catalyst in the reaction between aromatic iodides and bromides,
between aromatic iodides and bromides, leading to the corresponding products in good yields
leading to the corresponding products in good yields (Figure 14) [78]. The use of aryl chlorides
(Figure 14) [78]. The use of aryl chlorides containing electron-donor groups as substituents needed
containing electron-donor groups as substituents needed the presence of TBAB (5 mol%) affording the
the presence of TBAB (5 mol%) affording the expected products in low yields. Better results were
expected products in low yields. Better results were achieved when electron-poor aryl chlorides were
achieved when electron-poor aryl chlorides were used as substrate under similar reaction conditions.
used as substrate under similar reaction conditions. After the reaction, the supported catalyst was
After the reaction, the supported catalyst was recovered by filtration and reused up to six times
recovered by filtration and reused up to six times without changes in the obtained results. Moreover,
without changes in the obtained results. Moreover, PdNPs immobilized in polymeric N-heterocyclic
PdNPs immobilized in polymeric N-heterocyclic carbene grafted-silica 40 exhibited an excellent activity
carbene grafted-silica 40 exhibited an excellent activity in Sonogashira coupling processes [79]. Aryl
in Sonogashira coupling processes [79]. Aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides, as well as heterocyclic
iodides, bromides and chlorides, as well as heterocyclic halides coupled with phenylacetylene
halides coupled with phenylacetylene afforded the corresponding products, the presence of TBAB
afforded the corresponding products, the presence of TBAB (0.01 mol%) being required when using
(0.01 mol%) being required when using aromatic chlorides. Although the recyclability of the catalyst
aromatic chlorides. Although the recyclability of the catalyst was not checked in the Sonogashira
was not checked in the Sonogashira reaction, it was investigated in a Heck reaction, being possible
reaction, it was investigated in a Heck reaction, being possible its reuse at least 12 times. The true
its reuse at least 12 times. The true heterogeneity of the catalyst was demonstrated by inductively
heterogeneity of the catalyst was demonstrated by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis and
coupled plasma (ICP) analysis and hot filtration test.
hot filtration test.
Dendrimeric chains have been used to host metal NPs, driving to high stability by encapsulation,
thus avoiding their agglomeration. The dendrimer periphery structure can be tailored to affect the
solubility of the hybrid system. Thus, silica NPs from rice husks ashes have been employed as solid
support to anchor poly(amidoamine) dendrimeric branches, leading to a material that was employed
to encapsulate PdNPs. The obtained catalyst 41 was tested in the coupling reaction between aromatic
halides, including chlorides and heterocyclic bromides, and several acetylenic substrates, using water
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Several types of mesoporous silica NPs have been studied as support for PdNPs. These materials
Dendrimeric chains have been used to host metal NPs, driving to high stability by encapsulation,
have large surface areas and void volume and differ on their symmetry (for instance, MCM-41 and
thus avoiding their agglomeration. The dendrimer periphery structure can be tailored to affect the
SBA-15 are hexagonal while MCM-48 or SBA-16 are cubic), and porosity, all having high stability,
solubility of the hybrid system. Thus, silica NPs from rice husks ashes have been employed as solid
chemical inertness and accessibility for further functionalization. These features make them good
support to anchor poly(amidoamine) dendrimeric branches, leading to a material that was employed
candidates to serve as support for metal species (Figure 15). Thus, the incorporation of a carbene
to encapsulate PdNPs. The obtained catalyst 41 was tested in the coupling reaction between aromatic
ligand to mesoporous silica MCM-41 led to catalyst 42 suitable to catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides
halides, including chlorides and heterocyclic bromides, and several acetylenic substrates, using water
and bromides with phenylacetylene in piperidine as solvent [81]. Addition of ethyl acetate to the
as solvent [80] (Figure 14). The reaction yield and time resulted affected by electronic and steric effects
reaction mixture and filtration of the catalyst allowed its recovery and reuse for five runs with only
on the aromatic rings and by the presence of chlorides as substrates. The recovery of the catalyst
a slight decrease on the achieved yields, the heterogeneity of the catalyst being demonstrated by ICP
was performed by centrifugation and was reused in six consecutive runs without deterioration of the
analysis of the reused catalysts and by a hot filtration test. Similar results were obtained using
catalytic activity. Hot filtration test and ICP of the recovered catalyst showed only a slight leaching of
mesoporous pyridyl functionalized MCM-48 43 under almost identical reaction conditions [82]. In
palladium, confirming the heterogeneity of the catalyst.
this case, the recovery of the catalyst by filtration and reusing (up to five times), evidenced a lost in
Several types of mesoporous silica NPs have been studied as support for PdNPs. These materials
the catalyst activity in the last run due to leaching of the palladium. The hot filtration test indicates
have large surface areas and void volume and differ on their symmetry (for instance, MCM-41 and
that the reaction follows a heterogeneous pathway. Moreover, SBA-15 with pendent 3SBA-15 are hexagonal while MCM-48 or SBA-16 are cubic), and porosity, all having high stability,
mercaptopropyl groups 44 was prepared and used as catalyst under similar reaction conditions,
chemical inertness and accessibility for further functionalization. These features make them good
giving the expected products in excellent yields (Figure 15) [83]. A slight decrease of the activity of
candidates to serve as support for metal species (Figure 15). Thus, the incorporation of a carbene
the catalysts was observed after its recovery and reuse in six consecutive runs. Finally, when 1,2ligand to mesoporous silica MCM-41 led to catalyst 42 suitable to catalyze the coupling of aryl iodides
diaminocyclohexane silica mesoporous SBA-16 45 was used as support, the reaction also admitted
and bromides with phenylacetylene in piperidine as solvent [81]. Addition of ethyl acetate to the
the use of aryl chlorides as substrates, although yields ranged from 68% to 72% in this case (Figure
reaction mixture and filtration of the catalyst allowed its recovery and reuse for five runs with only
15) [84]. The catalyst was reused up to five times with only a slight decrease in the achieved yields
a slight decrease on the achieved yields, the heterogeneity of the catalyst being demonstrated by
being observed and attributed to some palladium leaching.
ICP analysis of the reused catalysts and by a hot filtration test. Similar results were obtained using
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mesoporous pyridyl functionalized MCM-48 43 under almost identical reaction conditions [82]. In this
case, the recovery of the catalyst by filtration and reusing (up to five times), evidenced a lost in the
catalyst activity in the last run due to leaching of the palladium. The hot filtration test indicates that
the reaction follows a heterogeneous pathway. Moreover, SBA-15 with pendent 3-mercaptopropyl
groups 44 was prepared and used as catalyst under similar reaction conditions, giving the expected
products in excellent yields (Figure 15) [83]. A slight decrease of the activity of the catalysts was
observed after its recovery and reuse in six consecutive runs. Finally, when 1,2-diaminocyclohexane
silica mesoporous SBA-16 45 was used as support, the reaction also admitted the use of aryl chlorides
as substrates, although yields ranged from 68% to 72% in this case (Figure 15) [84]. The catalyst was
reused up to five times with only a slight decrease in the achieved yields being observed and attributed
to
some2018,
palladium
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Other palladium ligands have been supported on mesoporous silica, as shown in Figure 16.
Other palladium ligands have been supported on mesoporous silica, as shown in Figure 16.
Thus, ethylendiaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) has been anchored to SBA-15 and complexed with
Thus, ethylendiaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) has been anchored to SBA-15 and complexed with
palladium to afford catalyst 46, which was used in the coupling reaction of several aromatic halides,
palladium to afford catalyst 46, which was used in the coupling reaction of several aromatic halides,
including chlorides, under copper and phosphine-free conditions [85]. The obtained final yields were
including chlorides, under copper and phosphine-free conditions [85]. The obtained final yields
excellent when electron-withdrawing substituents were bonded to the aryl moiety. The catalyst
were excellent when electron-withdrawing substituents were bonded to the aryl moiety. The catalyst
reusability was not shown for the Sonogashira coupling, although the recovered catalyst after
reusability was not shown for the Sonogashira coupling, although the recovered catalyst after filtration
filtration was reused in a Suzuki coupling reaction. Only a slight decrease in the yields after the fourth
was reused in a Suzuki coupling reaction. Only a slight decrease in the yields after the fourth cycle
cycle was observed. In addition, 2,4,6,triallyloxy-1,3,5-triazine (TAT) was covalently attached to
was observed. In addition, 2,4,6,triallyloxy-1,3,5-triazine (TAT) was covalently attached to mesoporous
mesoporous silica SBA-15 leading to catalyst 47, which was used in the Sonogashira reaction [86].
silica SBA-15 leading to catalyst 47, which was used in the Sonogashira reaction [86]. The reaction
The reaction between different aryl iodides with several substituted acetylene derivatives proceeded
in high yields, evidencing the tolerance of the catalyst towards the presence of a wide range of
functional groups. Although the reaction with aromatic acetylenes did not require the presence of
copper salts, 5 mol% of CuI was necessary for the progress of the reaction with aliphatic alkynes. The
reusability of the catalyst up to five times was studied in a Heck reaction. Moreover, the radical
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between different aryl iodides with several substituted acetylene derivatives proceeded in high yields,
evidencing the tolerance of the catalyst towards the presence of a wide range of functional groups.
Although the reaction with aromatic acetylenes did not require the presence of copper salts, 5 mol%
of CuI was necessary for the progress of the reaction with aliphatic alkynes. The reusability of the
catalyst up to five times was studied in a Heck reaction. Moreover, the radical oligomerization of a
bisvinylthiazolium salt in the presence of mercapto-functionalized mesoporous silica SBA15 gave a
material that was able to immobilize palladium atoms. The generated supported catalyst 48 was used
in the Sonogashira coupling of several phenylacetylene derivatives with different aromatic iodides
in a reusable acetonitrile/water azeotrope as reaction medium [87]. The reaction was carried out
using N-methylpiperazine as a base or PS-supported piperazine, affording the expected products in
similar yields, although longer reaction times were required when the heterogeneous base was used.
The use of the supported base allowed the recovery of the catalyst/base system by filtration, which was
reused in up to five consecutive runs without detriment of the achieved results. However, when the
soluble base was used, reusing was only possible for a second run. A hot filtration test and a mercury
test was performed showing that the process take place mainly through the formation of PdNPs.
Furthermore, 2-D-hexagonal mesoporous silica (PMO) bearing a phloroglucinol-diimine moiety was
used to immobilize palladium species, and the obtained catalyst 49 was used in the Sonogashira
reaction (Figure 16) [88]. Thus, coupling of phenylacetylene with aromatic iodides were performed
using water as reaction media, while the use of aromatic bromides needed the use of DMF as solvent.
The catalyst was recovered and reused, observing a decrease in the yield from 90% to 75% after the
fourth cycle.
The use of sol-gel co-condensation protocols have shown as another way to immobilize palladium
metal in a silica matrix. Thus, two different silylated Pd-NHC complexes, having either a bidentate
acetylacetonate ligand or a monoligation through a 3-chloropyridyl moiety, were immobilized
on hybrid silica by applying a sol-gel process affording catalysts 50 [89]. The reaction between
phenylacetylene and 4-bromoacetophenone was carried out using a 0.2 mol% of each one of the
catalysts in the presence of tetrabutylammonium acetate in DMF as solvent at 120 ◦ C (Scheme 6).
The final alkyne coupling product was formed in ca. 90% yield in just 1 h, the reaction being faster
when using the monoligated catalyst. The catalysts were recovered by centrifugation and reused
after five reaction runs with a decrease of the achieved yields, no formation of NPs being observed.
The hot filtration test suggested a homogeneous reaction pathway, in which the silica material acted as
a reservoir of the palladium species that reacted in the solution.
Sol-gel entrapped SiliaCat, an organoceramic matrix with high catalyst loading and surface
area, containing PdNPs (0.1 mol%) has shown to promote the copper-free Sonogashira reaction
between phenylacetylene and aryl iodides, using potassium carbonate as base in refluxing ethanol
or methanol, achieving, after 0.5 h to 3 h, the corresponding products in quantitative yields [90].
When o-iodomethylbenzene was used as substrates under similar reaction conditions, only a 77%
yield was obtained. In the reaction of 4-bromonitrobenzene with phenylacetylene, the catalyst amount
was increased to 1 mol% to achieve the coupling product in quantitative yield in the presence of
triethylamine under refluxing aqueous DMF. The reaction could be performed in water and using
potassium carbonate as a base in the presence of tetrabutylammonium bromide as phase transfer
agent. However, the obtained yields for the coupling of aryl bromides and phenylacetylene were
quite disappointing under the last conditions. The use of microwave irradiation in methanol as
solvent allowed obtaining the reaction products in higher yields with small catalyst loading (0.1 mol%).
Under these conditions, the catalyst was recovered by filtration and reused for five times with retention
of the catalyst activity. In addition, the SiliaCat bearing diphenylphosphine (DPP) moieties as ligands,
was used to immobilize palladium and the material was assayed as catalyst in continuous-flow
Sonogashira reaction process between 3-iodo-N-Boc(aza)indoles and tolylacetylene (Scheme 7) [91].
Full conversion was reached in just 2 min at 60 ◦ C in DMF as solvent. The reaction was also carried out
under batch conditions required longer reaction times (h versus min). The reusability of the catalyst

bidentate acetylacetonate ligand or a monoligation through a 3-chloropyridyl moiety, were
immobilized on hybrid silica by applying a sol-gel process affording catalysts 50 [89]. The reaction
between phenylacetylene and 4-bromoacetophenone was carried out using a 0.2 mol% of each one of
the catalysts in the presence of tetrabutylammonium acetate in DMF as solvent at 120 °C (Scheme 6).
The final alkyne coupling product was formed in ca. 90% yield in just 1 h, the reaction being faster
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Sol-gel entrapped SiliaCat, an organoceramic matrix with high catalyst loading and surface area,
containing PdNPs (0.1 mol%) has shown to promote the copper-free Sonogashira reaction between
phenylacetylene and aryl iodides, using potassium carbonate as base in refluxing ethanol or
methanol, achieving, after 0.5 h to 3 h, the corresponding products in quantitative yields [90]. When
o-iodomethylbenzene was used as substrates under similar reaction conditions, only a 77% yield was
obtained. In the reaction of 4-bromonitrobenzene with phenylacetylene, the catalyst amount was
increased to 1 mol% to achieve the coupling product in quantitative yield in the presence of

flow Sonogashira reaction process between 3-iodo-N-Boc(aza)indoles and tolylacetylene (Scheme 7)
[91]. Full conversion was reached in just 2 min at 60 °C in DMF as solvent. The reaction was also
carried out under batch conditions required longer reaction times (h versus min). The reusability of
the catalyst was studied washing the sealed cartridge containing the catalyst with DMF, which gave
a clean reactor that was reused up to eight times, observing only a small decrease in the yields19after
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least for three cycles. The ICP analysis of reaction medium showed some palladium leaching.
The magnetic supports have been coated by other materials to avoid the aggregation of magnetic
nanoparticles to the cluster and to protect them from abrasion and degradation under harsh
conditions. Thus, magnetite has been coated with the polysaccharide agarose, and PdNPs has been
deposited on this surface. The Sonogashira reaction with phenylacetylene was performed in
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The magnetic supports have been coated by other materials to avoid the aggregation of magnetic
nanoparticles to the cluster and to protect them from abrasion and degradation under harsh conditions.
Thus, magnetite has been coated with the polysaccharide agarose, and PdNPs has been deposited
on this surface. The Sonogashira reaction with phenylacetylene was performed in polyethylene
glycol-200 at 130 ◦ C, giving moderate to good results (13 examples, 53–95% yield) even in the
case of using brominated or chlorinated arenes, the reaction with chloroarenes needing harsher
reaction conditions and longer reaction times [95]. However, no data from the possibility of catalyst
recycling was given. In addition, magnetite has also been coated with graphene oxide, the final
treatment with N-hydroxysuccinimide and diethylenetriamine favoring the incorporation of the
PdNPs. The Sonogashira coupling reaction with 0.5 mol% of the aforementioned catalyst in DMSO
at 120 ◦ C gave the expected product with excellent results for iodoarenes and moderated ones for
bromoarenes (16 examples 32–100% yield) [96]. The catalyst could be re-used up to six cycles, but a
slight decrease of activity after each cycle was observed.
The grafting process of palladium species, using tailored ligands which can bind effectively to the
magnetite surface, has been used in the context of the Sonogashira reaction. The presence of organic
ligands prevents sinterization processes as well as the degradation of the PdNPs. Thus, different
trioxysilane derivatives have been introduced recently as linkers (Figure 17). The catalyst 51 has
been used in the Sonogashira process between haloarenes and phenylacetylene, giving the expected
disubstituted alkynes with moderate to excellent results [97]. The reaction allowed using not only
iodides and bromides but also chlorides, with only a small decrease in the yield and increase in the
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A β-cyclodextrin-palladium catalyst 53 (Figure 17) has also been used in the Sonogashira reaction
with arylacetylenes. The reaction was successfully performed for either iodoarenes or bromoarenes,
obtaining similar results [99]. The recyclability of the catalyst was not assayed in a Sonogashira but in a
Suzuki reaction. In addition, not only processes of silanization have been used to prepare graftedpalladium catalysts, but also phosphorylation processes, as shown in the case of catalyst 54 (Figure 17).
This catalyst has been used with different iodo- and bromoarenes and aromatic and aliphatic acetylene
derivatives to give the expected products in excellent yields and short reaction times. The catalyst could
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A β-cyclodextrin-palladium catalyst 53 (Figure 17) has also been used in the Sonogashira reaction
with arylacetylenes. The reaction was successfully performed for either iodoarenes or bromoarenes,
obtaining similar results [99]. The recyclability of the catalyst was not assayed in a Sonogashira
but in a Suzuki reaction. In addition, not only processes of silanization have been used to prepare
grafted-palladium catalysts, but also phosphorylation processes, as shown in the case of catalyst
54 (Figure 17). This catalyst has been used with different iodo- and bromoarenes and aromatic and
aliphatic acetylene derivatives to give the expected products in excellent yields and short reaction
times. The catalyst could be recycled up to seven times with a slightly decrease in the final results [100].
The formation of coated-grafted palladium catalysts is the most difficult and expensive approach
when immobilizing palladium catalysts over magnetite, but it is frequently the preferred method since
it combines the advantage of previous ones, such is the stability of the material and the fine-tuning
of the catalyst by the presence of the ligand. The standard protocol involves the sonication of
NPs of Fe3 O4 and coating with a thin layer of silica, using tetraalkoxysilanes via a sol-gel process.
The ligand is anchored by refluxing the corresponding triethoxysilane derivative and the coated
nanoparticle in toluene. The final treatment with a source of palladium, usually a salt of palladium
(II), gave the pre-catalyst. This pre-catalyst is reduced either previously to reaction or in situ to
generate the corresponding PdNPs surrounded by heteroatoms of the ligand (Figure 18). In this
way, the phosphane-catalyst 55 was prepared, the presence of PdNPs being determined by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at the end of the reaction. The Sonogashira coupling reaction of
several iodo- or bromoarenes with terminal alkynes proceeded completely and generated the expected
products in good to excellent yields, the results with hindered 2-substituted arenes being noticeably
lower. The reaction failed when chloroarenes were used as starting reagents, recovering the starting
materials unchanged. The ICP analysis of reaction media showed only a 0.2% of palladium leaching,
which is in concordance with the reuse of catalyst up to eight-times without depletion [101].
Not only phosphines have been used as linker-ligands, but also nitrogen containing ligands,
such as 2-tetrazole-aniline derivative in catalyst 56. The Sonogashira coupling reaction of several
iodo-, bromo- and chloroarenes with terminal alkynes gave the expected products with the yield being
directly related with the halogen in the initial arene, iodoarenes giving the best results and chloroarenes
the worst. The catalytic system could be recycled by magnetic decantation and reused up to six-times
without detrimental effect on the yield [102]. Moreover, the heterogeneous imine-palladium catalyst 57
has also been tested in the Sonogashira coupling reaction of halogenated arenes and phenylacetylene
and, as in a previous case, the results depended on the halogen, the best results being obtained for
the iodinated derivatives. The reaction was also performed with aliphatic alkynes, but the reaction
time had to be increased, compared to when phenylacetylene was employed [103]. No recycling
experiments were conducted with this catalyst.
A bisindole-palladium catalyst 58 has been used as catalyst in the Sonogashira reaction,
the reaction affording good results for structurally diverse haloarenes and terminal alkynes, including
heteroaromatic systems. As in previous cases, the best results were obtained for iodinated derivatives
while the worse was obtained for chlorinated ones. The heterogeneity of the process was proved by the
Hg (0) test, as well as by the hot-filtration reaction. The catalyst was isolated by magnetic decantation
and re-used up to seven folds with only a marginal decrease in the results. This fact is in concordance
with the leaching of only 1% of palladium, according to ICP analyses of the crude solution [104].
Furthermore, aryl halides and phenylacetylene were submitted to the Sonogashira reaction catalyzed
by the salen-material 59 (Figure 18). As expected, the reaction with haloarenes bearing electron
donating groups went to completion in longer reaction times that those with electron-withdrawing
ones. The catalyst was recycled and reused six times with a small decrease in the yield. In fact, the ICP
analysis of crude solution showed only a 0.4% of palladium leaching, which increased up to 4.9% after
sixth cycle [105].

several iodo- or bromoarenes with terminal alkynes proceeded completely and generated the
expected products in good to excellent yields, the results with hindered 2-substituted arenes being
noticeably lower. The reaction failed when chloroarenes were used as starting reagents, recovering
the starting materials unchanged. The ICP analysis of reaction media showed only a 0.2% of
palladium
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Not only phosphines have been used as linker-ligands, but also nitrogen containing ligands,
There are other types of protecting shells different from silica (Figure 19). Thus, in the catalyst
such as 2-tetrazole-aniline derivative in catalyst 56. The Sonogashira coupling reaction of several
60, over the typical magnetite-silica core–shell composite, another organic shell was obtained by
polymerization of (3-methacryloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane. This organic surface was modified by a
subsequent polymerization of glycidyl methacrylate. The reaction of the obtained epoxide-composite
with polyethylenimime gave the composite, which after addition of palladium source and reduction
permitted the preparation of catalyst 60 [106]. This supported palladium species was successfully used
in the Sonogashira reaction, being recycled and reused up to eight times with only a marginal decrease
in the yield.
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water as solvent and very low catalyst loading [109]. The Sonogashira reaction was carried out with
change ofdifferent
the reused
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haloarenes, including iodo, bromo and chloro derivatives. However, as in previous cases,
the use of chloro derivatives implied longer reactions times and lower yields. The catalyst could be
isolated by magnetic decantation and reused up to ten times with a minimum decrease in the yield.
Furthermore, the maghemite composite supported catalyst 64 has only been used for the Sonogashira
reaction between iodobenzene and phenylacetylene (Figure 20), although its preparation represents a
new variant since the linkage between the palladium-containing organic tail and the solid surface was
due to the formation of multiple hydrogen bonding in the dendritic unit [110]. This new system opens
the door for the design of other type of catalysts.
An alternative way to build up a magnetically recoverable material is to anchor, not only the
catalytic metallic species, but also NPs, to any support (Figure 21). This strategy has been used

Figure 19. Magnetite coated-grafted palladium catalysts for the Sonogashira reaction. Conditions,
substrate scope and yield range (Scheme 2).
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The last recent example of this section used a copper ferrite spinel as magnetic part. This spinel
The last recent example of this section used a copper ferrite spinel as magnetic part. This spinel
was linked to a silica surface through an aminopropylsilaneoxy linker, and over this material PdNPs
was linked to a silica surface through an aminopropylsilaneoxy linker, and over this material PdNPs
were deposited to obtain material 66. The catalyzed Sonogashira reaction was carried out using
were deposited to obtain material 66. The catalyzed Sonogashira reaction was carried out using
different functionalized iodo- and bromoarenes [112], the presence of electron-withdrawing groups
different functionalized iodo- and bromoarenes [112], the presence of electron-withdrawing groups
at the p-position of the haloarene enhancing the chemical yield. It should be pointed out that the
at the p-position of the haloarene enhancing the chemical yield. It should be pointed out that the
magnetic decantation of the catalyst and its reuse had a negative impact on the final yield, as it was
magnetic decantation of the catalyst and its reuse had a negative impact on the final yield, as it was
explained by the high palladium leaching (6%), according to AAS analysis of the crude solution.
explained by the high palladium leaching (6%), according to AAS analysis of the crude solution.
6.6.Hybrid
HybridMaterial-Supported
Material-SupportedPalladium
PalladiumCatalysts
Catalysts
The
Thetypical
typicalreduction
reductionof
ofpalladium
palladiumsalts
saltsin
inthe
thepresence
presenceof
ofdifferent
differenthybrid
hybridmaterials
materialshas
hasbeen
been
employed
for
the
preparation
of
heterogeneous
catalysts.
The
generated
PdNPs
immobilized
in
these
employed for the preparation of heterogeneous catalysts. The generated PdNPs immobilized in these
materials catalyzed the copper-free Sonogashira reaction (Scheme 9), allowing to increase the catalytic
activity of the palladium and to reduce the amount of metal required for the process. In this context,
PdNPs were prepared in a calcium-cholate hydrogel (PdNPs@Ca-Ch, 67), the growth and stabilization
of the PdNPs being assisted by the hydrogel matrix. This PdNPs/Ca-Ch hybrid xerogel catalyzed
the copper-free Sonogashira reaction between iodoarenes and phenylacetylene, using pyrrolidine
as base in water as solvent [113]. Unfortunately, this hybrid xerogel resulted degraded under the
reaction conditions, making it impossible to recycle. In addition, PdNPs have been supported on a
TiO2 -cellulose composite (PdNPs@TiO2 -Cell, 68), proving to be an effective catalyst to perform the
coupling of aryl bromides with terminal alkynes (Scheme 9) [114], although its recyclability was not
demonstrated in a Sonogashira coupling. Moreover, PdCu bimetallic NPs have been supported on a
polymeric vinylimidazole ligand modified magnesium oxide, and this material (PdCu@MgO) exhibits
high catalytic activity in the Sonogashira coupling reaction of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides
with low Pd loading (0.05–0.2 mol%). This catalyst is recovered and recycled for eleven consecutive
runs preserving its catalytic activity in the model reaction of iodobenzene with phenylacetylene for at
least eight cycles [115].

recyclability was not demonstrated in a Sonogashira coupling. Moreover, PdCu bimetallic NPs have
been supported on a polymeric vinylimidazole ligand modified magnesium oxide, and this material
(PdCu@MgO) exhibits high catalytic activity in the Sonogashira coupling reaction of aryl iodides,
bromides and chlorides with low Pd loading (0.05–0.2 mol%). This catalyst is recovered and recycled
for
eleven consecutive runs preserving its catalytic activity in the model reaction of iodobenzene26
with
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Cyclodextrins (CDs) can act as transfer shuttles to promote biphasic processes due to their
Cyclodextrins (CDs) can act as transfer shuttles to promote biphasic processes due to their hydrophilic
hydrophilic exterior and hydrophobic interior cavities, being suitable to immobilize PdNPs. Thus, a
exterior and hydrophobic interior cavities, being suitable to immobilize PdNPs. Thus, a hybrid system
based on covalent conjugation of tosylated cyclodextrin to thiosemicarbazide-functionalized halloysite
nanotubes (PdNPs@CD-T-HNTs, 69) demonstrated to be effective in the coupling of several terminal
acetylenes and halobenzenes (Scheme 9). The study confirmed a synergistic effect between HNTs and
CD, being recycled up to 13 cycles with just a slight loss of activity [116]. A hybrid material has also been
prepared using cyclodextrins and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (PdNPs@CD-CNT), and has been used in
the coupling of phenylacetylene and iodobenzene with high activity (93% yield of diphenylacetylene),
the catalyst being recycled six times with only a slight loss of activity [117].
The use of covalent organic frameworks (COFs) [118] and metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) [119,120] as supports of NPs has also been considered due to their good properties in terms of
stability, recyclability, high surface area and high pore volume. Thus, highly dispersed PdNPs have
been immobilized into the covalent organic framework TpPa-1 by a simple solution infiltration method
followed by NaBH4 reduction, providing the heterogeneous catalyst PdNPs@TpPa-1 (70). This hybrid
material resulted active as catalyst in the Sonogashira coupling between aryl halides and alkynes

The use of covalent organic frameworks (COFs) [118] and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)
[119,120] as supports of NPs has also been considered due to their good properties in terms of
stability, recyclability, high surface area and high pore volume. Thus, highly dispersed PdNPs have
been immobilized into the covalent organic framework TpPa-1 by a simple solution infiltration
method
followed by NaBH4 reduction, providing the heterogeneous catalyst PdNPs@TpPa-127(70).
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This hybrid material resulted active as catalyst in the Sonogashira coupling between aryl halides and
alkynes (Scheme 9), recycling of the catalyst showing a loss of a 25% of yield after the fourth cycle
(Scheme
9), recycling
of theMIL-101
catalyst showing
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of a been
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yield after
fourthPdNPs.
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In the
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zeolite
clinoptiolite as support of PdNPs has been described. The catalyst [Pd(0)@AT-Nano CP, 74] was
prepared in a straightforward manner from the so-called nanozeolite clinoptiolite (Nano CP) after
activation and dealumination with H2 SO4 (AT-Nano CP), and subsequent treatment with K2 PdCl4
and reduction with hydrazine [126]. After characterization of the heterogeneous catalyst, confirming
the presence of PdNPs (<10 nm) in the mesoporous inorganic structure, the copper-free Sonogashira
coupling was tested in water as solvent at 60 ◦ C. The reaction of aryl iodides, bromides and chlorides
with terminal alkynes afforded the corresponding coupling products with good to excellent yields
using 0.06 mol% of Pd(0), regardless the nature of the aryl halide and the terminal alkyne employed.
It is worth mentioning that the heterogeneity was demonstrated since no leaching of PdNPs was
observed. Additionally, the Pd(0)@AT-Nano CP catalyst could be reused up to eight times without
detriment in yields and with only a slight increase in reaction time when the model reaction between
iodobenzene and phenylacetylene was carried out.

Sonogashira coupling was tested in water as solvent at 60 °C. The reaction of aryl iodides, bromides
and chlorides with terminal alkynes afforded the corresponding coupling products with good to
excellent yields using 0.06 mol% of Pd(0), regardless the nature of the aryl halide and the terminal
alkyne employed. It is worth mentioning that the heterogeneity was demonstrated since no leaching
of PdNPs was observed. Additionally, the Pd(0)@AT-Nano CP catalyst could be reused up to eight
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times without detriment in yields and with only a slight increase in reaction time when the model
reaction between iodobenzene and phenylacetylene was carried out.
Another recent example of a zeolite as inorganic palladium support is the use of the commercially
available ion exchange NaY zeolite,
zeolite, which
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Another family of silicates extensively used for the immobilization of metal catalysts are the
Another family of silicates extensively used for the immobilization of metal catalysts are the
readily available montmorillonites (MMT), and recently Na+-Montmorillonite (Na-MMT) has been
readily available montmorillonites (MMT), and recently Na+ -Montmorillonite (Na-MMT) has been the
the starting point for supporting PdNPs and Pd/Cu nanoalloys. Thus, after the activation of Na-MMT
starting point for supporting PdNPs and Pd/Cu nanoalloys. Thus, after the activation of Na-MMT
with H2SO4 generating nanopores in the structure, PdNPs were located after treatment of the MMT
with H2 SO4 generating nanopores in the structure, PdNPs were located after treatment of the MMT
with a palladium(II) source and further reduction. Once the PdNPs@MMT catalyst (76) was fully
with a palladium(II) source and further reduction. Once the PdNPs@MMT catalyst (76) was fully
characterized, the copper-free Sonogashira reaction between different aryl iodides and alkyl and
characterized, the copper-free Sonogashira reaction between different aryl iodides and alkyl and
arylacetylenes was assayed, obtaining excellent yields in all cases (Figure 23) [128]. These good results
arylacetylenes was assayed, obtaining excellent yields in all cases (Figure 23) [128]. These good results
were maintained for three cycles after the recovery of the catalyst. In another example, palladium(II)
were maintained for three cycles after the recovery of the catalyst. In another example, palladium(II)
and different metal salts [Cu(II), Fe(II), and Ni(II)] were co-precipitated on the MMT surface, giving
and different metal salts [Cu(II), Fe(II), and Ni(II)] were co-precipitated on the MMT surface, giving
rise to the corresponding PdNPs/MetalNPs@MMT catalysts after sonication and reduction. Under
rise to the corresponding PdNPs/MetalNPs@MMT catalysts after sonication and reduction. Under
optimized reaction conditions, these catalysts were employed in the Sonogashira reaction, the best
optimized reaction conditions, these catalysts were employed in the Sonogashira reaction, the best
results being achieved when PdNPs/CuNPs@MMT (77) was the catalyst employed (Figure 23) [129].
results being achieved when PdNPs/CuNPs@MMT (77) was the catalyst employed (Figure 23) [129].
Thus, the reaction with unactivated and activated aryl iodides with alkyl and arylacetylenes
Thus, the reaction with unactivated and activated aryl iodides with alkyl and arylacetylenes produced
the corresponding products with yields ranging from moderate to high, respectively. It is remarkable
that the reaction using PdNPs@MMT or CuNPs@MMT independently barely worked, suggesting a
synergistic effect of both metals.
Unfunctionalized inorganic silicon-based materials can also act as support for PdNPs, which has
been shown recently by the use of a pH-responsive mesoporous silica nanocomposite [130]. This kind
of silica can be highly dispersed in an organic phase by adjusting pH (9–10) hence preserving the
benefits of homogeneous catalysts. Thus, this support was embedded with PdNPs and tested in
the Sonogashira reaction (catalyst 78) using triethylamine as base in a Et2 O/H2 O (1/1, v/v) solvent
mixture, with a 1 mol% Pd loading at room temperature. Under these conditions, aryl iodides gave rise
to the coupling products in high yields, the corresponding aryl bromides producing moderate yields
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Unfunctionalized inorganic silicon-based materials can also act as support for PdNPs, which has
More recently, silicon carbide has been described in the literature for immobilizing PdNPs [131].
been shown recently by the use of a pH-responsive mesoporous silica nanocomposite [130]. This kind
The application of such heterogeneous catalyst 79 in the Sonogashira coupling with phenylacetylene
of silica can be highly dispersed in an organic phase by adjusting pH (9–10) hence preserving the
was tested using both, activated and unactivated aryl iodides and bromides, obtaining excellent
benefits of homogeneous catalysts. Thus, this support was embedded with PdNPs and tested in the
and moderate conversions, respectively, when the reaction was performed under UV-irradiation
Sonogashira reaction (catalyst 78) using triethylamine as base in a Et2O/H2O (1/1, v/v) solvent mixture,
(400–800 nm). The reaction seemingly follows a photocatalytic pathway, since the reaction conversion
with a 1 mol% Pd loading at room temperature. Under these conditions, aryl iodides gave rise to the
drops dramatically in the dark. A possible electron-transfer from the semiconductor support to PdNPs
coupling products in high yields, the corresponding aryl bromides producing moderate yields at best.
has been suggested, hence increasing their activity when irradiated with the appropriate wavelength.
Interestingly, the catalyst was easily recovered just adjusting pH to 3–4, the heterogeneous species
This catalyst proven to be recyclable up to five cycles with slight decrease in activity (99% to 89%),
remaining in the aqueous phase under these acidic conditions and the products being easily extracted
probably due to some Pd leaching observed analyzing the metal content after the last run.
from the ethereal layer. Once the pH was readjusted to basic conditions (9–10), the catalysts reverted
Another kind of inorganic supports frequently found in heterogenous catalysis for the
to the organic phase keeping the catalytic efficiency almost unaltered for five cycles.
immobilization of metal NPs are metal oxides. Thus, readily available titania (TiO2 ), which is very
More recently, silicon carbide has been described in the literature for immobilizing PdNPs [131].
stable and active as photocatalyst, was used as support for PdNPs creating material 80 and enhancing
The application of such heterogeneous catalyst 79 in the Sonogashira coupling with phenylacetylene
their performance as catalysts in the Sonogashira coupling when irradiated with 465 nm LED [132]
was tested using both, activated and unactivated aryl iodides and bromides, obtaining excellent and
(Figure 24). High yields were obtained using aryl iodides and terminal alkynes, although the catalyst
moderate conversions, respectively, when the reaction was performed under UV-irradiation (400–
reusability test revealed a slight drop in the yield in the second cycle and no conversion in the third cycle.
800 nm). The reaction seemingly follows a photocatalytic pathway, since the reaction conversion
Possible catalyst poisoning by accumulation of stilbene sub-product formation has been suggested as
drops dramatically in the dark. A possible electron-transfer from the semiconductor support to
the main reason for such behavior. However, the PdNPs@TiO2 (80) catalyst was regenerated with a
PdNPs has been suggested, hence increasing their activity
when irradiated with the appropriate
photo-treatment using the radical photo-initiator Irgacure® 2959 and UV light, restoring most of the
wavelength. This catalyst proven to be recyclable up to five cycles with slight decrease in activity
catalyst performance. In addition, zinc oxide (ZnO), also readily available and with similar properties
(99% to 89%), probably due to some Pd leaching observed analyzing the metal content after the last
than TiO2 , was used as support for PdNPs. The formed Pd(0)@ZnO (81) catalyzed the Sonogashira
run.
coupling in the presence of catalytic amounts of CuI under aqueous conditions (Figure 24) [133].
Another kind of inorganic supports frequently found in heterogenous catalysis for the
Activated and unactivated aryl iodides and activated aryl bromides and chlorides were coupled with
immobilization of metal NPs are metal oxides. Thus, readily available titania (TiO2), which is very
phenylacetylene, obtaining high to excellent yields. The catalyst was recycled up to five runs without
stable and active as photocatalyst, was used as support for PdNPs creating material 80 and enhancing
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their performance as catalysts in the Sonogashira coupling when irradiated with 465 nm LED [132]
(Figure 24). High yields were obtained using aryl iodides and terminal alkynes, although the catalyst
reusability test revealed a slight drop in the yield in the second cycle and no conversion in the third
cycle. Possible catalyst poisoning by accumulation of stilbene sub-product formation has been
suggested as the main reason for such behavior. However, the PdNPs@TiO2 (80) catalyst was
regenerated with a photo-treatment using the radical photo-initiator Irgacure® 2959 and UV light,
restoring most of the catalyst performance. In addition, zinc oxide (ZnO), also readily available and
with similar properties than TiO2, was used as support for PdNPs. The formed Pd(0)@ZnO (81)
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ofas
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chlorides were coupled with phenylacetylene, obtaining high to excellent yields. The catalyst was
Metal
be also
supporting metal catalysts. Thus, PdNPs were
recycled
uphydroxides
to five runs can
without
any employed
decrease infor
yields.
immobilized on Al(OH)3 by mixing the Pd(II) precursor with Al(OiPr)3, obtaining the corresponding
PdNPs@Al(OH)3 (82) after the corresponding treatment [134]. This catalyst resulted very active in the
copper-free Sonogashira reaction of aryl and heteroaryl bromides and chlorides with aryl and
heteroarylacetylenes, obtaining higher yields when the aryl bromides were employed (Figure 25).
Surprisingly, a better catalytic performance was observed when the in situ catalyst preparation

Figure 24. Titania and zinc oxide-immobilized PdNPs as catalysts for the Sonogashira reaction.
30 of 39
Conditions, substrate scope and yield range (Scheme 2).
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bromides with terminal alkynes, obtaining moderate to high yields using triethylamine as base and
solvent [136]. It was also observed the presence of certain amounts of PdO, which apparently favors
solvent [136]. It was also observed the presence of certain amounts of PdO, which apparently favors
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conversion was observed after the third cycle due to a significant palladium leaching and changes in
catalyst morphology.
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using the recovered catalyst should be presented when considering its potential usefulness.
With all these strict considerations in mind, Table 1 compiles a selection of the catalysts which can
be considered synthetically most relevant, ordered by the material used as support. Only catalysts
fulfilling all the following requirements are included: (a) can catalyze the coupling of aryl bromides
and/or chlorides and terminal acetylenes; (b) have been employed in, at least, 10 reactions involving
these halides; and (c) have been reused in, at least, five reaction cycles.
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Table 1. Selected supported catalysts working with aryl bromides and/or chlorides in the Sonogashira
reaction. Only catalysts used in 10 or more reactions involving aryl bromides and chlorides and
employed in five or more reaction cycles are included.
Supporting Material

Catalyst Loading (mol%)
0.5
1.0
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

ArBr

ArCl

Additive

No. Examples a

No. Cycles

Ref.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

TBAB (ArCl)
-

13
12
15
20
12
15
14

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

[14]
[15]
[16]
[19]
[24]
[32]
[33]

Organic polymer

1
2
3
6
8
16
17

Carbon-based

30

0.1

+

+

-

10

6

[67]

Functionalized silica

34
38
41

0.04
0.5
0.085

+
+
+

+
+
+

TBAB (ArCl)
-

13
12
27

5
6
6

[73]
[77]
[80]

Magnetic

51
58
59
60
63

0.1
0.18
1.0
0.1
0.04

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

-

10
18
12
15
14

7
7
6
8
10

[97]
[104]
[105]
[106]
[109]

Hybrid

69

6.0

+

+

-

12

13

[116]

Inorganic

74
82

0.06
0.2

+
+

+
+

TBAB

10
44

8
6

[126]
[134]

a

Total number of reactions carried out using aryl bromides and chlorides.

In Table 1, it can be observed that very active catalysts can be obtained with palladium species
anchored to all kind of supports. The higher number of catalysts fulfilling the above-mentioned
requirements is situated in the organic–polymer supported section. The use of these supports has a
longer history within the study of immobilized catalytic species, therefore the appearance of many
developments is logical. However, it is interesting to note that the recyclability of those systems, even
the bests, still results not particularly remarkable. A good number of interesting catalysts have been
found when using magnetic materials as support, particularly when recyclability of the system is
considered. In addition, some particularly active supported catalysts can also be found when using
functionalized silica as supporting material, but still very few catalysts overcome the selection when
carbon-based, hybrid or purely inorganic materials are used as supports, something which can be
attributed to the novelty of their use as immobilization materials.
9. Conclusions
This review presents how palladium species supported on many different materials have been
successfully described as catalysts for the Sonogashira reaction in the last years. Two types of palladium
catalysts have been reported independently of the support, palladium nanoparticles immobilized on
the support and palladium complexes linked to the support, although, in this last case, the complex is
usually just a precursor of the palladium nanoparticles. It is interesting to note that the Sonogashira
cross-coupling reaction with these supported catalysts is frequently performed under convenient
copper-free conditions. In addition, the development of procedures based on the use of aqueous or
neat water as solvent has also been carried out. However, many of these catalytic systems still lack a
broad applicability and are effective only for the coupling of the “easy” aryl iodides, being employed
only in a model reaction. The general use of aryl chlorides as coupling partners remains an insufficiently
solved matter. No doubt that the search of more effective supported catalytic systems, suitable to
perform the coupling on a broad array of substrates, under mild and environmentally friendly reaction
conditions and allowing its reuse in many cycles without deterioration will continue in the next years.
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